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Editorial.

In my mind I had done the September newsletter. It was only after I’d assured one Member that his must
have gone astray I thought I’d better check my facts. On reflection, I realised that it was the Steering Group
minutes that I’d turned out, so here it is, with my apologies for the late issue, particularly to that Member (you
know who you are!).
A brief interim newsletter then, and with luck there’ll be another one along very soon. In the meantime,
notable news is that we had a great day out at Hethel for the Lotus 70th celebration, which followed a very
early start but enjoyable convoy of 11 cars from Dartford. Secondly, you will have hopefully seen the emails
about an end of season run that Michelle and Jon have kindly offered to organise on Sunday 28th October,
starting at The Moody Mare at 10am. Do try to show your support and get along to that.
Talking of The Moody Mare, we had a fairly good turn-out for our second clubnight there, but we didn’t have
the use of the private room as anticipated. Initial thoughts were that this didn’t bode well for our future use of
the place, but on reflection we would always be susceptible to being bumped out of any facility that we have
the use of for free, wherever we locate ourselves, if fee-paying customers wish to hire the place. As it was,
we were no worse off than we’ve ever been, apart from a rather full car park, in that we had a corner of the
pub to ourselves. The likelihood of many similar events being organised on Wednesday nights seems to be
slim, so hopefully we’ll be back to normal in November and beyond.
Finally, once again, my thanks to Vaughn for another excellent article, which I hope you will all find
interesting, and for those of us with an Elise, potentially very useful.

Shades of Dad’s Army
Diana and I decided to make use of the remaining summer weather with a trip to the coast in the Lotus. However, a
feeling at being at peace with the world was rudely awakened on our return journey when the Elise gear change
suddenly started to feel rather strange. The real problem was the change from fourth to fifth gear which was very
difficult with the gear change feeling like stirring a pudding, with occasional grating of the gears “Ouch”.
As Corporal Jones of Dads Army fame would say “Don’t Panic” but with £££ signs on an imaginary invoice flashing
through my mind it was hard not to. My initial thought was to call out our breakdown service before the gearbox was
damaged but we decided to continue home but avoided using fifth gear.
That evening my mind was full of possible scenarios and I had a rather sleepless night. I had visions of the gearbox
having to be removed to replace all the inter gear detent springs/balls etc, followed by a huge invoice.
Next morning common sense prevailed and I decided to check the gear change lever mechanism. My first problem was
trying to remove the central moulded plastic cover through which the gear lever pokes but due to the large size of the
gear lever knob and the small aperture in the cover this was impossible. A simple job I thought, just to unscrew it ?
I attempted to un-screw the knob by hand but it failed to budge. Searching the internet informed me that Lotus use
Locktite on the internal thread and the only method to remove it was by brute force with some form of wrench. The only
thing I had to hand was a chain link oil filter remover tool, so having wrapped several layers of duct tape around the
knob I made a start and hoped for the best. Happily, but after a real struggle, the knob came off but not surprisingly with
multiple gouges and scratches on its surface.
Everything associated with the gear lever and cables seemed to be ok in the cockpit area so the next stage was to go to
the other end and remove the rear undertray and diffuser.
Examination of the gear cable ends under the gearbox revealed that a bush which connects the cable end eye to the
gearbox bell crank lever pin was missing and the bush on the second cable was cracked and in poor condition.

Several telephone calls to Norman (no answer) followed by one to Paul Matty’s parts department informed me that bushes
on their own are not readily available, so a restoration kit costing £43 plus VAT was put in the post. When the kit arrived
next day, it was according to the fitting instructions, originally supplied by Eliseparts.
The kit included solid Nylatron bushes, washers and clips, plus two Phosphor Bronze rose joints for the bell crank
adjustable link rod. The down side is these rose joints need oiling on a regular basis which is difficult with the diffuser
tray fitted. As my original link rod did not seem to be worn or damaged and had protective covers, I left it well alone.
It is also interesting that the kit had washers and split pins to hold everything together unlike the original cable end “push
fit” bushes. It also turned out that buying from Matty’s was cheaper than directly from Elisesparts.

Searching the internet, I found a very informative YouTube video attributed to D3S shooter:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFVwbOyRQhk
This video showed how to adjust the assembled gear linkage when necessary (very limited adjustments), to ensure the
gear lever positions are correct. Installation of the new bushes was fiddly but not difficult and a road test confirmed that
everything initially seemed to be ok.
Following removal of the gear knob, it was in a very sorry state and I had to use a cut down bolt/electric drill to rotate it
and removed the gouges with P400 grade wet and dry paper. This was followed by polishing with copious amounts of a
mixture of Autosol paste/ Autoglym paint renovation liquid.
I am pleased to report that this process returned the gear knob to its former condition, although it is now rather brighter
than before as the image below shows.

Looking at the remains of the old bush I noticed that it had a series of very small holes centred around the middle
mounting hole which I have assumed was to give a small amount of flexibility and hence a somewhat softer feel to the
original gear change. The new Eliseparts bushes were SOLID and HARD giving a much more positive feel with a
reduced gate movement, rather like a rifle bolt action.
However, once I had become accustomed to the gear change I had one small problem when occasionally trying to select
second gear and noticed that the plastic central tunnel cover was being flexed. Removing the tunnel cover again revealed
a wear mark on the inside caused by, what I shall call the plastic gear lever “shuffle” plate cover, striking/rubbing the
inside of the cover when second gear was being selected.
Having assumed that my “shuffle” plate is original and the gear lever had adopted a slightly different position, the simple
solution was to cut down the side of the plate with a jigsaw followed up by fine sandpaper to give some additional
clearance.
To make sure I did not cut too much off, I created a cardboard template and re-assembled the system. By selecting each
gear in turn and using a pen within the gear lever hole I created an irregular pattern which indicated the area NOT to be
encroached by the jigsaw. Excessive cutting beyond the dimensions stated below may reveal gaps between the tunnel
cover gear lever hole and the cutdown “shuffle” plate in some gear positions – not a very neat option.

.
If you find the same problem occurs when selecting fifth or reverse gears in your Elise, the same reduction in width can
be done on the other side. Re installation requires the plate to be inserted with the wider end forward where the central
tunnel cover is also wider.
Note. The scuff marks shown in the photo were caused by the shuffle plate being inverted sometime in its life and being
damaged by the gear leaver mechanism.
The end result was the ability to select any gear without any further problems, so, I have now learnt my lesson, “Do not
Panic” as it may not be as bad as you think – if you are lucky.
Vaughn
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